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tossim (tinyos mote simulator) [ 12 ][ 15 ] is a discrete event simulator for tinyos sensor networks
that is part of the official tinyos package. tossim takes advantage of the component based
architecture of tinyos by integrating it transparently by providing a new hardware resource

abstraction layer that simulates the tinyos network stack at the bit level for normal pcs. due to this
approach low-level protocols up to top-level applications can be simulated with tossim. tossim has an

external communication system so that transmitted packets can be monitored and even new
packets can be injected to network. furthermore, the configuration of the debug options is fine

grained providing the desired debug output at runtime. tossim offers three network connectivity
models: simple connectivity, static connectivity and space connectivity. the running simulations can
be visualized and controlled by the java-based gui tinyviz[ 16 ]. tossim (tinyos mote simulator) [ 12 ][

15 ] is a discrete event simulator for tinyos sensor networks that is part of the official tinyos
package. tossim takes advantage of the component based architecture of tinyos by integrating it
transparently by providing a new hardware resource abstraction layer that simulates the tinyos

network stack at the bit level for normal pcs. due to this approach low-level protocols up to top-level
applications can be simulated with tossim. tossim has an external communication system so that

transmitted packets can be monitored and even new packets can be injected to network. modsim [
49 ] is a lightweight, portable and easy-to-use simulation tool for embedded network simulation. it is
based on modsimframe, a framework for modular network simulation. the primary goal of modsim is
to provide the tools for simulation of networks and network protocols. modsim is not as capable as
simulink, but it is a lot lighter and easier to use than many other simulators. the network simulator
tool is used to implement, analyze and verify network protocols. it supports the simulation of real

protocols, as well as virtual protocols. it can be used to simulate both point-to-point as well as
multipoint networks.
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nosnet [ 42 ][ 43 ] is a java-based network simulator for wireless sensor networks. it supports three
models of communication: slotted aloha, random drop and pure csma. nosnet can simulate the

packet transmissions, receptions and retransmissions of wireless sensor nodes that are connected
via wireless links. in addition, it supports the simulation of the propagation of a signal in indoor

environments. the simulation of the multipath fading effect is supported by using it as a channel
model. for the simulation of the hardware layer it supports the use of external physical layer

simulators. in addition, the communication protocols such as tcp/ip, udp/ip, ppp, and bluetooth are
supported. nosnet runs on operating systems such as linux, windows and mac os x. the simulation is

supported for three network simulator such as simulink, simscape and qualnet. the concept of the
simulator is based on the implementation of a discrete event simulator of wireless sensor networks

(wsn) simulator. the simulator itself has an interface for the user. the simulation of the wsns is
implemented as an independent entity. the wsn simulator can be used to simulate any kind of wired

and wireless communication network such as the ethernet network, wlan (wi-fi), bluetooth and
wmsn. furthermore, the simulator is also used for the simulation of any hardware such as rfid and nfc

tags. the user has the freedom to decide which protocol to use for the simulation of the wsn. the
interfaces of the simulator have been compiled for use in the linux/unix environment and are

compatible with the recent versions of java. the simulator can be used for the simulation of any kind
of wsns. it supports the simulation of wsns that are based on wireless links. 5ec8ef588b
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